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The Fun Has Just Begun

Bloomberg Oct 8 The Most Popular Hedge Fund Stocks Are Getting Hit
the Hardest - The smart money has been one of the biggest victims in the
declines sweeping through equity markets. While the S&P 500 Index fell 1%
last week, stocks with the highest hedge fund or exchanged-traded fund
ownership posted losses that were 4 times larger, a study from UBS showed.
Broadly, equity returns have been inversely tied to their popularity with funds.
That is, the more loved by hedge funds or ETFs, the bigger the drop. “There
has been a notable unwind of hedge fund positioning, long short hedge fund
positioning is more than 3 standard deviations above average, which presents
the risk of unwinding further.” said Keith Parker head of equity strategy at UBS.

e have begged you to sell and short FANG and tech stock favorites holdings of hedge funds for months. The hedge
fund consensus is getting crucified and we hope you survive and prosper by bucking the consensus. Our equal-weight

FANG index topped July 2nd, more than 3 months ago and is down 10% from its peak with -12% alpha vs. the S&P500.
Minus 12 percent alpha in the favorite stocks and biggest holdings of hedge funds. Guess what kind of year they are having.

So what happens next? The model forecast gives direction, position and intensity. The forecast for FANG stocks is down,
early and high intensity. The FANG index/S&P500 ratio just broke its 200 day average today (see chart). The next target
becomes the 200 week average, which stands down -41% in absolute terms, or -30% in relative terms. In other words, FANG
stocks have a -30% alpha forecast in the intermediate term (see chart). Sell and short FANG on any bounce. The FANG
liquidation has barely started, the fun has just begun.

It’s not just FANG. Take a look at the US stock weaker industry group forecast on page 11, where the top groups have
stayed pretty much the same for months. After FANG (-12% alpha), comes internet (-18% alpha from peak), social media
(-22% alpha from peak) and semiconductors (-13% alpha from peak). It hasn’t been just large cap FANG stocks getting
slaughtered, other popular tech stocks have fallen even more than FANG. It’s actually been a dream shortseller’s market,
something you won’t read in financial media or sell side research, which never has a sell rating on anything. Again, the model
forecast suggests internet, social media and semiconductors are still fantastic shorts at this level. Software stocks, which
have barely begun to decline are probably even better fresh shorts: CDNS, DATA, CTXS, IRM, ADBE, TWLO, TSS, TEAM.

US and global stock indexes have a huge sell signal and downward forecast. As the Sam Stovall press clip on the previous
page suggests, stock indexes could fall 40% before the incipient bear market is over. But there are major opportunities
lurking beneath that bearish forecast. First of all, stock market volatility is extremely depressed. To hedge overall market
exposure buy VXX. VXX has a major upward forecast. Its 200 day average stands up +22% and its previous 2018 peak
stands up +93%. There should soon be another volatility explosion like in January-February. Incredibly, hedge funds are
short a massive 140,000 VIX futures, much more than they were in January before the previous VIXplosion (90,000). In the
environment of hedge funds getting everything wrong, short VXX could be their next disaster. It’s amazing hedge funds
would go back to the same disastrous short volatility trade, like a dog returning to its vomit. Buy VXX.

The US stock market should be on the brink of a huge sector and group rotation shift. As we have repeatedly pointed out,
defensive sectors bottomed in relative terms many months ago (utilities June 7, +7% alpha; energy March 19, +9% alpha;
consumer staples June 6, +4% alpha). In the context of declining FANG and tech stocks, this positive alpha from defensive
sectors over the same general period is a gift horse most hedge funds have looked in the mouth. They could be up double
digit percent in a market neutral long defensive/short FANG spread over the past 3-6 months. That’s exactly what our model
has been recommending.  Furthermore, those defensive sectors are now forecast to surge. The utilities sector/S&P500 ratio
just broke above its 200 day average today (XLU/S&P500). Energy did the same thing on Friday (XLE/S&P500). Both have a
major outperform forecast. Buy XLU, XLE and XLP (staples) for outperformance. The other side of the that trade is sell and
short XLK (tech), XLY (consumer discretionary) and XLC (the new communication services sector etf). Long defensive/short
tech has +30% to +40% potential in market neutral spreads, or in positive alpha terms for long only funds.

As discussed last week, retailers and airlines are fresh shorts. Right on schedule after last week’s report, airlines had -6%
alpha and the XRT retailer etf had -4% alpha. That is positive alpha in both cases if your followed the short recommendation.

The naval-gazing hedge fund consensus is still long FANG and praying for a bounce so they can sell. That is a recipe for a
bear market. Events are speeding up. The DJIA is only 3 days past a new high. But that’s not where the action is. The
Nasdaq (QQQ), Russell 2000 small cap index (IWM), FANG and tech stocks are on the brink. Sell and short them.
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